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New: Smart Control on ARM based industrial system on modules
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Fig. 1:miriac MPX-LS1046A SoM with Kinetis K02 Controller
Microsys Electronics GmbH, located in Sauerlach
close to Munich, has been designing custom-specific hardware and system solutions for industrial
applications for more than 30 years. Besides
standard environmental profiles, the systems can
be engineered to meet the enhanced requirements for aerospace, defense, chemical or harsh
industrial applications. The MicroSys System on
Modules architecture based on the miriac ® MPX
specification supports mainly the high-end NXP
processor portfolio as well as industrial bus standards such as VME or CompactPCI.

Supported operating systems include Linux, OS9, VxWorks and QNX. Software support for communication interfaces such as CAN, EtherCAT,
Profinet, FlexRay and ARINC are also part of the
portfolio.
MicroSys is known for its sound experience in
the areas of system design, software integration,
project management, customer specific solutions and technical support.
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